About

Main Activities of the CUCC

• Development, operation and maintenance of the CU information system
• Management and development of the Prague PASNET academic network
• Management and development of the eduroam network at CU
• Operation of the Prague Universities Supercomputer Centre
• Operation of the Charles University Comprehensive Library Catalogue
• Operation of the local computer network in the Carolinum complex
• Operation of the electronic post service for staff and students of departments housed in the Carolinum Complex and Celetná Street including dial-up access
• Hosting the www pages of several CU departments, teachers and students, creating www pages
• Operation of the CU www server http://www.cuni.cz
• Operation of the CU news server news://news.cuni.cz
• Operation of database servers and databases for CU needs
• Acquires various programme multilicenses for the university
• Support of the ExLibris products

Information about eduroam network at CU.